Robust regression MM-Bisquare estimation on the factor of DHF in East Java
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ABSTRACT

Background: MM Estimation is an alternative of regression on the data outlier. East Java is one of area that has CFR > 1%. There are some factors that can affect IR DHF such as climate change, community behavior, and environmental. Aims: to know the regression factors that affects the IR DHF in East Java in 2017. Settings and Design: This research has non-reactive (unobtrusive) design by using secondary data. Methods and Material: The independent variables are population density, percentage of PHBS, percentage of healthy home, and precipitation of East Java in 2017. The dependent variable is IR DHF in 2017. The population is 38 regencies and cities in East Java with the sample are 35 regencies and cities by simple random. Statistical analysis used: Regression on MM estimation with Tukey’s Bisquare. Results: Regression MM-Bisquare estimation is the effective on the data outlier. The regression model is $\hat{y} = 22.325 + 0.010 \times \text{population density} + 0.207 \times \text{% of PHBS} - 0.527 \times \text{% of healthy home} + 0.006 \times \text{precipitation}$. The density of population and percentage of healthy home (p value < 0.05) affect the IR DHF of East Java in 2017 on the significant standard 0.05, while the percentage of PHBS and precipitation (p value > 0.05) have no effect on the IR DHF in East Java in 2017. Conclusions: Regression MM-Bisquare estimation is used as the alternative regression on the data outlier. The factors that affect IR DHF can be the main focus of DHF prevention program.
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Introduction

The analysis of linear regression is the analysis conducted to know about the correlation between some independent and dependent variables, as well as as a prediction (1). The smallest quadrate or Ordinary Least Square (OLS) method is a general method used for the estimation of parameter regression by minimizing the total residue (error) to get the parameter estimation. One of conditions that must be completed by the use of OLS is the normal residue distribution (2). On certain condition, the residue cannot be distributed normally because there is an outlier on the data (3). The OLS is sensitive about the data outlier. The parameter outcome is refraction (4).

Outlier is an extreme observation among others. If the outlier does not occur because of an error in the measuring process or the data entry, then the data that includes outlier cannot be removed to improve the agreement, but it will increase the risk of carefulness problem in the estimation (5). The outlier can give the information that has not been given by the other data; therefore, the data outlier is important. In this condition, it needs a robust method toward the data outlier by using robust regression (3).

The use of robust regression will produce robust or resistance model in the data outlier (6). Resistance estimation means that the estimation is relative and not influenced when having a big change on the small data or otherwise (7). Method of Moment (MM) Estimation is one of the estimators used in the robust regression(8). The criteria of robust estimator can be measured from the breakdown point and the efficiency of estimator (4). These two criteria can be found on the MM estimation, including high break downpoint up to 50% with 95% efficiency (8).

Nowadays, many sectors use the robust regression analysis model. One of them is in the health field modeling data, such as DHF cases. Some of the previous researches mentioned that the data cases of DHF tend to be an outlier, so it is needed a special analysis method to resolve the outlier (9). This disease is caused by dengue virus infected to human by Aedes sp (10). DHF is a public health problem that still happens in some countries in this world until now. World Health Organization (WHO) estimates that about 50-100 million people are infected dengue every year, including 500 thousand cases of DHF with 22 thousand fatalities. Asia is the first with 70% of population which has the risks, among others are the Southeast Asia and the West Pacific. DHF has increased and spread wider than before in Indonesia (11). There were 59,047 cases (IR : 22,55% of 100,000 inhabitants) and a fatality as many as 444 (CFR : 0,75%) in 2017 (12). CFR (Case Fatality Rate) is an indicator of high and low DHF cases. If the percentage of CFR is > 1% , it means high category case (13). One of 34 provinces in Indonesia that still has DHF cases is East Java. Based on the Health Service of East Java in 2017, there have been as many as 7,866 cases of DHF (IR : 20% of 100,000 inhabitants) with 106 fatalities (CFR : 1,34%) of the 38 regencies in East Java (14).

Many factors can affect the height of dengue cases in an area, such as climate change that makes an increase in breeding Aedes sp and the change of behavior and the condition of population (14). The government has still continued doing a variety of preventive efforts and the control of DHF to...
reduce the risk for inhabitants until now. Therefore, it needs to conduct research about modeling factors of the occurrence of DHF in East Java by using the data outlier of DHF cases.

**Subjects and Methods**

This research is an observational research with non-reactive (unobtrusive) design. Non-Reactive research is the research focused on the data information of individual at the past which was recorded by the secondary data without awareness and disturbance. The collection of secondary data analysis of this research was conducted without involving the individuals directly. This research was conducted in 2019 and has passed the fit of ethics in The Ethical Commission of Studies Health FKM UNAIR with certificate numbered 111/EA/KEPK/2019.

The independent variables consist of population density, percentage of Clean and Healthy Living Behavior (PHBS), percentage of healthy home, and precipitation. The dependent variable is IR DHF of East Java in 2017. The population is the whole area in East Java as many as 38 regencies and cities. The sample is 35 regencies and cities chosen by simple random sampling. The identification of outlier used graphic method and Z score. The data analysis used linier regression on MM estimation using Tukey's Bisquare.

**Results**

East Java is located around the equator in Indonesia. There are two seasons every year, namely dry and rainy seasons. East Java is 47,799.75 km$^2$ that consists of 29 regencies and 9 cities. The total population of East Java in 2017 was 39,292,972 people. That total population has increased up to 0.53% compared to that of in 2016, which was up to 39,075,152 people. There are three areas with the biggest population in 2017, namely Surabaya (2,874,699 people), Malang regency (2,576,596 people), and Jember regency (2,430,185 people) (15).

**a. The analysis of Regression OLS (MKT) and Outlier Identification**

The first step before doing analysis of robust regression is conducting the analysis of linier regression using OLS. On the analysis of OLS linier regression, the case number of DHF (IR DHF) is the dependent variable, while the independent variables are population density, % of Clean and Healthy Living (PHBS), % of healthy home, and precipitation.

Based on the result of regression analysis by using OLS, the F value is 1,074 with $p$ value up to 0.387. If compared with $\alpha$, it was 0.05 and $p$ value 0.387 > 0.05, so the $H_0$ is accepted. It means there is no influence of population density, % of PHBS, % of healthy home, and precipitation on the case number of DHF. Therefore, MSE produced was 2,056.321 with R$^2$ adjusted up to 0.009.

The analysis of the OLS regression will produce residue used for identification of outlier on the data by using graphic method and Z score. The first method of outlier identification is using graphic method approach. The residue on the research data will be visualized in the form of scatter plot on the graphic method.
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Based on the residue plot on the Figure 1, generally, some data are far from the point of data. The point of data that spread was called outlier; therefore, based on the identification result by using the graphic method, it can be concluded there is an outlier on the observation.

Furthermore, the outlier identification is made in univariate by using Z score method, which is outlier identification in every observation on the independent and dependent variables. The data are identified outlier if they have the absolute Z score with standardization of $> 3$ theoretically.

Table 1: Results of Standardized Z Score

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>District/City</th>
<th></th>
<th>Standardized Z Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Incidence Rate</td>
<td>Blitar City</td>
<td>3.6232</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Incidence Rate</td>
<td>Batu City</td>
<td>3.02526</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Population Density</td>
<td>Surabaya City</td>
<td>3.27558</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Percentage of Clean and Healthy Living (PHBS)</td>
<td>Ngawi Regency</td>
<td>3.05624</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the Table 1, the outlier can be identified in univariate; there are four research data with the absolute Z score $> 3$, so it was indicated as data outlier. It can be concluded that the research data have an outlier on the dependent variable (vertical outlier) and independent variables (leverage point).

b. The analysis of Robust Regression on MM-Bisquare Estimation

The first weighting was by using the result of residual unstandardized from the regression agreement model with S estimation that has been convergent on the robust regression MM estimation. After passing the weighting process of S estimation (tuning constant = 1.547) until getting the convergent, the residual unstandardized will be used for weighting using M estimation (tuning constant = 4.685). The weighting using M estimation will be done until getting the convergent
regression. The last convergent is the regression with MM estimation. The detailed steps of it are as follows:

1) Interpret $\beta$ that is $\hat{\beta}_0$ using S estimation, so it will get the breakdown point up to 50%.
2) Count the residual $e_i = y_i - \hat{\gamma}_i$.
3) Count the total of $\hat{\sigma}_i = \frac{\text{median}|e_i - \text{median}(e_i)|}{0.6745}$.
4) Count the total of $u_i = \frac{e_i}{\hat{\sigma}_i}$.
5) Count the value of weighting $W_i$ using Tukey’s Bisquare with tuning constant $c = 4.685$ so that it will get the efficiency up to 95%.

$$W(u,c) = \left(1 - \frac{u^2}{4.685^2}\right)^2, \text{ if } |u| \leq 4.685$$
$$0, \text{ if } |u| > 4.685$$
6) Count the total of $\hat{\beta}_{MM}$ by using OLS based on the total of $W_i$.

$$\hat{\beta}_{MM} = (X'WX)^{-1}X'Wy$$
7) Do the step (b) until (f) so that will get the convergent value of $\hat{\beta}_{MM}$ that is the total difference of $\beta_{MM}^{t+1}$ and $\beta_{MM}^t$ approximate to 0.
8) Do the significant test simultaneously (F test) with the hypothesis testings as follows:

$H_0 = \text{there is no significant effect between dependent and independent variables.}$

$H_1 = \text{there is significant effect between dependent and independent variables}$

With the rejection criteria of $H_0$ if p value is < 0.05

9) Do the significance partially (uji T) with the rejection criteria $H_0$ if p value is < 0.05. with hypothesis testings as follows:

$H_0 = \text{there is no significant influence between independent and dependent variables.}$

$H_1 = \text{there is significant influence between independent and dependent variables.}$

10) Get the modeling based on robust regression MM estimation.

Based on the result of robust regression analysis on MM estimation, it was obtained convergent estimation parameter after done in 16 times iteration. The iteration results of MM estimation are as follows:
Based on the Table 2, the analysis result of robust regression by using MM estimation (Tukey’s Bisquare) was a convergent robust regression on the fifteenth iteration with the agreement of robust regression as follows:

\[ \hat{y} = 22.325 + 0.010 X_1 - 0.206 X_2 - 0.527 X_3 + 0.006 X_4 \]

The agreement of robust regression has the F value of 10.301 with \( p \) value of 0.000. If it compared with \( \alpha \) up to 0.05, the \( p \) value was 0.000 < 0.05. Therefore, \( H_0 \) was rejected. It means there is an influence of population density, % of PHBS, % of healthy home, and the precipitation on the number of DHF cases that has been rejected. Therefore, it can be concluded that based on the analysis of robust regression on MM estimation, it is obtained the population density, % of PHBS, % of healthy home, and precipitation which have significant influence on the number of DHF cases.

### Table 3 : Coefficient of Robust Regression Analysis Results of MM Estimation with Tukey’s Bisquare Weight

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>T Count</th>
<th>Significance</th>
<th>MSE</th>
<th>( R^2 ) adjusted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>22.325</td>
<td>1.729</td>
<td>0.094</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population Density</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>5.589</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Clean and Healthy Living Behavior (PHBS)</td>
<td>0.207</td>
<td>1.712</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>86.026</td>
<td>0.522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Healthy Home</td>
<td>-0.527</td>
<td>-4.463</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precipitation</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>1.386</td>
<td>0.176</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Based on the Table 3, when the significant level $\alpha$ is up to 0.05 on the robust regression by using MM estimation with Bisquare, $p$ value on the population density and % of healthy home is up to 0.000 < 0.05, so that $H_0$ is rejected. It means that the population density and the percentage of healthy home have significantly influenced the number of DHF cases. Every rising up to 1 people/km$^2$ will increase the IR DHF up to 0.010/100,000 people. It means that if there is a rising in population density up to 50 people/km$^2$, it will make a rising in IR DHF up to 0.5/100,000 people.

Moreover, every 1% derivation of healthy home will make a rising in IR DHF up to 0.527/100,000 people. It means if there is derivation of % of healthy home up to 50%, it will make arising in IR DHF is up to 26.35/100,000 people. Meanwhile, the percentage of PHBS and precipitation has $p$ value > 0.05, so $H_0$ is accepted. It means the percentage of PHBS and precipitation has no significant influence on the number of DHF cases.

**Discussion**

Generally, the linear regression used OLS in estimation of parameter regression, but in the data outlier, that method cannot work better because influenced by outlier (5). There are some deviations that can happen on data outlier such as the residue from the mode and the variety of data that will become bigger (16). The analysis of data outlier will impact to the estimation parameter with refraction and bias interpretation. The removal of data outlier is not a right thing to do because the outlier includes the important thing that cannot be found on the other data in the certain exact condition, for example, the outlier that exists because of the combination of certain conditions and must be accurate for further (3). Therefore, it is important to do the detection of outlier on the data and choose the special method of analysis on data outlier to get the accurate analysis result.

There are two methods to identify the outlier in this research, namely the use the Scatter Plot and Z score method. Scatter Plot is called the graphic method which is one of general methods used to identify the outlier with the scatter plot residual observation data using the prediction dependent variable (17). The observational result of outlier by using scatter plot gets some data that are far from the model data in general. This indicates that the data include the outlier. The preliminary research explained that the existence of outlier on the graphic method is identified if there is one or more research data on the scatter plot that are far from the model data (7).

Next is identifying the outlier by using Z score method. This is because the scatter plot does not give the information specifically about the existence of outlier on the research data. Z score method is an identification method with univariate, which means the identification of outlier existence on the independent and dependent variables. The Z score result shows that some of independent and dependent variables of the research have absolute Z scores of > 3. The outlier criteria on the Z score method are if every variable of research data has $Z$ Score of > 3 (18).

The outlier is an observation that does not follow some of research data, and the place is far from the central data (19). It is more extreme than the other data in the research. The outlier can make a masking effect and identification error on data non-outlier which become the data outlier (swamping) (20). If there is an outlier on the data, it will be removal of data that includes an outlier before doing further analysis. This step is taken if the data outlier is obtained from an error, such as
Robust regression is a method used as an alternative on the data outlier (5). There are some estimations such as M estimation, S estimation, and MM estimation (8). The robust regression using MM estimation is one of methods that generally used to overcome data outlier (4). MM Estimation (Method of Moment) is the special part of M estimation (Maximum of Likelihood) which has high efficiency and develops to become an estimator with high breakdown (8).

The research shows that regression analysis using OLS does not get the agreement of regression model. It is because the existence of outlier on the data has confirmed the use of the Scatter Plot and Z score methods. The preliminary research explained that the regression analysis by using OLS is not appropriate enough to be used to estimate the regression parameter on the outlier (21). The OLS will produce a big Mean Square Error (MSE) because of it’s refraction to outlier, making the interval credibility becomes bigger (4). It can be seen from the research finding that the MSE value on the regression analysis by using OLS is 2,056.321, with $R^2$ adjusted is 0.009.

Mean Square Error (MSE) is the indicator of an error in the estimation of regression that has been produced. If the residual is smaller, the regression model will be better (22). $R^2$ adjusted is a variate value that can be explained in the regression that has been corrected. If the coefficient of regression produced is bigger, the regression model will be better (23). If compared with the regression analysis result by using robust regression on MM estimation, the MSE produced is smaller, which is 86,026. This MSE value is smaller than MSE value in the OLS regression. Moreover, the $R^2$ adjusted produced is bigger than the OLS regression, which is 0.522. The better regression is regression model producing the smallest MSE with the biggest $R^2$ adjusted for every predictor that has been considered (24). The preliminary result research explained that MM estimation will produce smaller MSE than the OLS (25). Moreover, the calculation of coefficient determination of $R^2$ adjusted on the MM estimation is bigger than the OLS, so the robust regression method was better to used (26).

Some of preliminary researches were conducted to get the optimal model by comparing the results based on the M estimation, S estimation, and MM estimation based on the biggest $R^2$ adjusted with the smallest Mean Square Error (MSE) (24). The other researches mentioned that MM estimation is better than the M and S estimations when there is an outlier on the independent and dependent variables (4).

MM Estimation method is the method that simultantly has a high breakdown and efficiency by integrating the S estimation as the first estimation and then using M estimation on the iteration calculation process (3). MM Estimation is mostly used because its characteristic is robust. The MM Estimation is called robust with the value characteristic of breakdown point up to 50% and the efficiency up to 95% (8). MM Estimator produced the estimation with high breakdown and holds its efficiency.

MM Estimation combines the robust regression methods of S estimation to get two characteristics simultantly (high breakdown point 50%) as the first estimation and M estimation (high efficiency 95%) on the calculation process of the iteration (8). MM Estimation has 50% breakdown obtained from the use of tunning constant up to 1.547 (6). It means that the MM estimation can
resolve the outlier until 50% from the overall research data. The use of tuning constant will make the estimator become specific and minimize the smallest quadrate of residual (27).

The data condition with the outlier can be found on the DHF cases, as the preliminary researches mentioned that case data of DHF identified contain the outlier, so it needs a special analysis method to resolve the outlier on the DHF case data (28). The raising in DHF case in a various districts can be caused by some factors, including the climate change, the change of density, inhabitant distribution, the increasing inhabitant mobility, waste management system, and the water supply that is not satisfying as well as the people being less aware of keeping the environment, making it become not a conducive place for the breeding of Aedes sp (29).

The climate change influences the DHF like the Aedes sp that is sensitive to climate change such as precipitation, temperature, and damp (30). The optimum climate condition indirectly supports the breeding of Aedes sp in the environment that later has impact on the increasing DHF cases (31).

Based on the robust regression using MM estimation, the population density and percentage of healthy home show influence on the IR DHF. If there is an increasing population density up to 50 people per km$^2$, it will become an increasing IR DHF up to 0.5/100,000 people. It is the ecology conducted in Bondowoso, East Java that explains the population density influence on the number of DHF cases (32). The high population density makes the increasing DHF cases (33). It is because the population density makes transmission of dengue virus is easy to bring by multiple bites of Aedes sp (32). The population density makes the distance between every house closer that makes it easier for the spread of the virus. A short distance makes Aedes sp easy to spread the virus from one people to other people (32).

Moreover, the research finding also shows the percentage of healthy home influence on IR DHF. The research finding explains that if there is decrease in percentage of healthy home up to 50%, it will make an increasing IR DHF up to 26.35/100,000 people. This is because the house and physical environment are not good, emerging a bigger risk to the occurrence of DHF than the good house and physical environment (34). The house environment with the Aedes sp breeding place has a risk up to 3.8 times to DHF cases than a house without Aedes sp (35).

The other results that have been obtained are that there are no influence of precipitation and % of PHBS. Precipitation is a number of waterfalls on the certain period of time in milimeters/mm (36). The high precipitation generally makes the high DHF cases, but it is also reducing the DHF on the other conditions. That is because the high precipitation can eliminate breeding place of Aedes sp, so there is no place to breeding. The frequency of heavy rain makes running of mosquito larva in the saving water, making less the population of Aedes sp (37). Moreover, the percentage of PHBS is related with the cleaning container behavior as a place of saving water, so it does not become Aedes sp breeding place. The aim is to reduce the occurrence risk of DHF, but the breeding of Aedes sp is still supported by the container outside, which is uncontrollable. It causes there is still a risk of dengue virus infection (38).

Therefore, the development of spread and density of Aedes spis because of the less effective control vector system and the weak of health structure in public (39). The central and regional programs did several control efforts to reduce the number of DHF cases, including the eradication of mosquito nests such as draining habit and closing and burying the secondhand that has the potential
as the breeding place for *Aedes sp.*, but that action cannot push the national number of DHF, especially in avoiding the fatality because of the DHF. It shows that the effort for pro-active prevention is more need than the reactive prevention. In this case, the public and government must be active to participate in the control and prevention of the DHF (30).
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